Up Your Nose and In Your Toes (U.N.I.T.) Productions is a theatre company that creates and produces interactive comedy, mainly featuring the duo Morro and Jasp. The work is created and per formed by Heather Marie Annis and Amy Lee, and directed and dramaturged by Byron Laviolette.
The company began in 2005, studying clown with Pochinko artist and professional busker Pete Jarvis (a.k.a. Silver Elvis). After making a number of shows for young audiences, U.N.I.T. began exploring clown for general audiences and found the work reso nated more with adults. The art form of clowning allows a frame work to reminisce and comment on moments of our lives. While the clown experiences those moments for the first time, they make space for the audience to laugh at and celebrate the pain, ridicu lousness, hilarity, and joy of the moment.
In June 2017, U.N.I.T. released a video game called Morro and Jasp: Unscripted. It is a multiplayer game where the players act as Morro or Jasp to create a show. During the game, the play ers take turns choosing between a selection of dialogue options, and their choice is voiced by the character (Morro or Jasp). This then advances the story in one of a number of arcs, and poten tially through an intermission and second act. There are over fifty potential storylines, each with internal variations determined by the quality of the interaction and the conflict level between the characters. Each play-through ends with a newspaper or magazine bearing a headline that results from the combination of the play ers' choices. After a certain number of play-throughs, players un lock additional storylines and bonus content, including live action videos of Morro and Jasp responding to their progress.
Morro and Jasp: Unscripted is available on iOS, Android, and desktop computers. The following is a conversation between the creators about the process of going from making theatre to a video game.
How the game began
Amy: At a strategic planning session in 2013, we made a dream list of things we would like to do as a company, and one of those items was to create a video game. I had no idea how to make a video game, nor do I actually play any video games, so it was never something I thought to prioritize.
Heather: Enter game designer David Fono. Byron had previously worked with David, and they had known each other since high school, so after seeing a few of our shows he had an idea.
Amy:
We went out to a cupcake shop on College Street (in Toron to) to have our first unofficial meeting about the idea, and over a variety of deluxe flavours, we decided to keep on meeting. My thought was that if someone with the passion and know-how wanted to design a digital game with us, then why wouldn't we say yes to the adventure?
Heather: At first, we had images and ideas of a platform with multiple games-a funhouse theme, Mario-inspired adven tures, Ping-Pong, fighting dragons. We talked about games we liked to play. We talked about if you play against Morro and Jasp, or you role-play as one of them. We talked about anima tion. Then the reality of game creation came in. So we focused in on what was most interesting and relevant to what we do as a theatre company.
Byron:
David was curious about the ways that theatre and per formance intersect with gaming. He proposed to us the cre ation of a game in which players would perform as Morro or Jasp, and which would use the established 'choose-your-own adventure' framework.
Heather: In all of our shows, we strive to involve the audience in a way that makes them integral to the telling of the story, and makes the experience that is happening a unique one that can never be replicated in exactly the same way. We feel this highlights the strengths of the theatrical form, and allows the Amy: This is something we have increasingly tried to growthrough creating online videos, opportunities for engagement on social media, and our cookbook. We love to facilitate play, and our audiences seem to enjoy the instances of play we cre ate for them, so we thought this would be a fun way to keep expanding how we do this-for people far and wide to keep playing and laughing when we can't be there to facilitate it.
Playing in a new medium
Heather: The creation of this project was a series of imagining, realizing limitations, creating boundaries based on limitations, and then repeating this pattern over and over. Byron likes to look back and create frameworks for our processes . . .
Byron:
I'd say the five phases in the creation of Morro and Jasp: Unscripted were conception, writing, development, alpha test ing, and beta testing.
In the conception phase, there was deep discussion about the nature of this digital experience; the term 'game' was con sistently challenged. Was this actually a game? What choices, affordances, or sense of exploration were in fact being offered to players? Is a choose-your-own-adventure experience a game?
If not, what was it? What would eventually emerge from thisalbeit later in the process-was the slightly awkward, slightly hilarious definition: "The world's first two-player hipster clown performance/argument simulator." Understanding this differ ence uncovered how we were presenting a choice from a selec tion of ideas rather than creating a play space where anything could happen.
Heather: David led us through creating a whole new process, and from our discussions created a program for the game. From that, we could see how the idea worked and were able to fill it in with content.
Amy:
Somewhere in there, though, as things became technical and I tried to follow the series of seemingly never-ending pos sibilities of steps of storytelling and branches of storylines that would be involved, I began to get lost in the hugeness of it all. The concept was exciting, but my brain definitely works more linearly, so everything after that became a pretty big struggle for me.
Heather: When we write a show or a scene, we are always looking for the game. What is the game of this particular interaction? Who is trying to achieve what from whom, and how are they doing it? We already had the game for this one; now we had to find the story. Finding that was surprisingly difficult.
Byron: Typically, we explore a particular topic or theme-pu berty, food, classic literature, entrepreneurship, marriage, etc. From this, we explore the range of possible scenes connected to this theme and begin to script these scenes. This leads, eventu ally, to a spine of scenes on which we will build the production. Eventually, we did reach such a 'spine' for Unscripted-Morro and Jasp putting on a show that they have not yet written.
Players are provided with multiple lines to choose from. Their choice steers the direction the story will follow.
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Heather: Putting on a show seems like it should have been an ob vious choice to us, but it took us a lot of expanding out to get back to a simple idea. Morro and Jasp have an audience but for a variety of reasons don't have a show. The players (playing as Morro and Jasp) have to figure out how to solve this problem.
We also wanted to ground it in the world of theatre and story telling because this is where Morro and Jasp exist the most for our current audiences. Heather: Because of the sheer amount of writing that we had to do to create all of the play-through options, we had to divide the writing and each take on different scenes. While usually Amy and I co-write the lines for Morro and Jasp, this time we, as well as David and Byron, were all simultaneously writing different scenes.
Writing into a void
Amy: In many ways, this allowed for more creative licence on each of our parts because we could take a branch any direction we wanted it to go, but it also meant less head-to-head collabora tion and quality control in the way we would normally ensure a show has. I had new discoveries in the recording studio because even if I had read a line before, there were so many that when I revisited it, I didn't necessarily remember it. There was def initely a lot more letting go of control of the creative process.
Byron: I personally had a lot of trouble with the writing phase. While I have created numerous branching story worlds, I found the piecemeal nature of writing on this project very challeng ing. Finding clean, clear, and humorous story arcs that allowed for player choice but stayed within the narrative architecture of the theme was not easy. I know I'm not the only one.
Amy: My struggle persisted. If I didn't know where a story needed to go, I didn't really know what structure to follow to get it there. I was sometimes successful at being able to write within a genre, but having to branch off every step of the way to create options for the players to choose really would get me stuck, and I had a hard time establishing any creative flow.
Heather: I found that having endless ideas, endless possibilities, without having to consider how we were going to do this onstage was so freeing. The challenge for me was never writing the scenes but how to get the endless number of scenes to intercon nect. After creating a plethora of ideas for scenes, we then had to go back and sort out the puzzle of which scene leads to which, how many scenes could fit together, and what would need to be a stand-alone storyline. We kept asking: How and when do the stories intersect? How do they build off of one another? Then we would go back and rewrite to create these connections.
Amy: When creating a live show, it always feels to me like we are solving a puzzle. Obviously, we have all the choices and agency while doing this, but I often feel like there is something else at work-like there is a plan that will be the one that feels right, and we just need to uncover the pieces and put them in the right place to solve it. We also have many constraints in creating a live show, like space, budget, and time. These boundaries provide very use ful guideposts for my mind because I like to create for and within the structure of those limitations. The more I create, the more I realize how much more creatively free I can be working within a set of boundaries. The nature of a digital game with a seemingly endless series of theatrical possibilities was often completely overwhelming to me.
Byron: What we eventually discovered during the writing phase was the need for gates-or save points, to borrow from game design language-to manage the twenty-plus possible storylines and fifty-plus possible endings.
Heather: David would show us the map of scenes that was gen erated by his simulator, and we realized that we could keep writing scenes forever, but what would it all amount to? How would the choices that a player makes in one scene affect where they will go next, beyond just having a variety of storylines? Once we had discovered what the overall story was, we could then take the scenes we had written and restructure them to feed into that overall narrative.
Byron: Then we gated the player's choices. The first of these is the 'intermission' within the play-through. This transports the clowns backstage, where they reflect on how the first act went and prepare for the second act. Some play-throughs end here, while some go on to the second gate, the beginning of act 2.
Heather: We had to select specific endings that numerous paths would lead to, or scenes that, although they would affect other outcomes, still led to the same branch. A different world of limitations presented themselves to us (the limits of the gaming world), which then helped us shape the game further. Usually, we operate in a 'show, don't tell' kind of way. We couldn't animate, so we had to tell a lot of the story. The choices for the player sometimes became how we did the telling: the descriptions of places and activities. It also led us to explore the emotional reactions to these choices, which also felt like a way for us to bring the essence of clowning into the game.
Byron:
We worked with David and graphic designer Dara Gold in crafting the range of character poses that would be integrated into the simulator. Given the limitations of time and money, it was a solution to not being able to animate the characters. These images are a range of emotional states such as angry, de lighted, mischievous, pleading, silly, tired, and unsure. These graphics provide more impact for the player, as you can see an immediate change and an emotional reaction based on any line the player chooses.
Heather: It also presented to us the question of stakes. In a show, we are always asking how to make the situation more import ant to the characters. Creating real urgency within the game was challenging. We tried creating a timer, which didn't seem quite right. Then we added some story urgency with a third, non-player Producer character in the intermission.
Byron: This Producer adds insight and feedback into how the per formance is going, and prompts Morro and Jasp when to go Heather: David also spent a lot of time working on how to allow the players to see the effect their choices were having through out the play-through. He said, "The question of how much feedback to present the user and how to present it was an on going problem that we went back and forth on a couple of times. Initially we had an actual onscreen meter that indicated the current 'quality' of the show based on player choices. But this led players to believe that the goal of the game was to improve quality. And meanwhile we'd committed to a script structure that was totally incapable of providing a predictable way of pursuing that goal because our vision for the game was simply a wacky conversation generator-not something you can win or lose. So that was understandably frustrating and confusing for the player. In the end, we kept the quality meter as an under-the-hood thing and used it drive cheers and jeers from the audience, which provides a kind of mushy qualitative feedback that doesn't appear to map quite so closely to a win or lose state."
Audience Testing
Heather: Every show that we create has involved a workshop phase where we bring in a test audience, try out audience en gagement, get feedback, and then rework the show based on what we learned. So we had a test audience for the game.
Byron:
We gathered a group of pre-existing Morro and Jasp fans to play-through the 'simulator' for alpha testing. We chose to do this live to help manage any immediate login and connec tion issues. We discovered a lot during this period, including some technical hiccups related to device type and operating system versions. From our perspective as creatives, however, what rang out most were questions about the ideal length of a play-through-especially how long the first one should be (which is a demo of sorts) versus subsequent play-throughs that allow players to go deeper and longer. After this, we edited the game so that progress through the experience is now achieved by playing again, unlocking new storylines and endings the more one plays.
Amy: Watching people interact with us digitally was a new kind of version of opening a show, and it was an opportunity to celebrate the work we had put into the game so far, outside of our vacuum. Seeing them laugh at what they found funny, get invested in the characters' journeys, and get bored when something was lagging was helpful in moving forward with the next phase of edits.
Each play-through ends with a newspaper or magazine cover, reviewing the 'show' put on by the player and completing the narrative loop. 
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Heather: This is also where we tested whether the main objective of our game was working: the interaction between the play ers themselves. Watching the teams playfully bicker, get lost together, try to direct one another in how to play or strive for a 'successful' ending of their play-through was so animated and delightful. It told us we were going in the right direction.
Our dream for the game was to have two people together in a room, having a shared experience, hearing each other's laughter and playing together.
Amy: Through our theatre shows, one of our goals is to bring people together so that they feel connected through laughter and a shared experience. Our dream for the game was to have two people together in a room, having a shared experience, hearing each other's laughter and playing together. We realized, though, that this situation is not how a lot of digital gaming is done, so we wanted to create flexibility for engagement. We decided to add an option for players in different spaces who would meet together online through the game by sharing a code word. We liked the idea that people could be connected, despite distance, through their gameplay. During the group testing, we got feedback that a single-player option might be useful. I liked the concept that if people wanted a hit of Morro and Jasp, they could go to their game and play it, without hav ing to wait for a friend to agree to play with them.
Heather:
We had a lot of discussion about this option since our primary goal for the game was to connect people. We did end up creating the single-player option, to provide variety and ac cessibility, but it does take away the element of conversation that is created through two people interacting and navigating the game together.
Byron: After some changes and edits, we finally opened the 'sim ulator' to a wider group of people. This time, the focus was almost entirely on technical issues. David said, "There's pretty much infinite possible states that a piece of software can be in while it's running, and any one of them could cause a bug, so to test it you either need a few people trying it out a lot, or lot of people trying it out a little."
Heather: Post technical issues, we had to figure out how to add our flavour with the limitations that were presented to us. We added voice-over for all of the lines as well as drawings for backdrops, and mini hidden video scenes as rewards for people unlocking a certain number of endings. The more of these personal touches, the more it felt like a Morro and Jasp adventure again because the essence of the characters still lives in the workings of the game.
Amy:
The recording process was my favourite part. Being able to voice/play out the scenarios in character was a lot of pure fun. Since the parameters were clear, I felt like I could play inside a structured playground again, which was so freeing.
Control versus choice
Heather: When we create a theatrical show, we make one narra tive and add as many layers to it as possible. For the game, we made many narratives, which become layers in the overarching narrative that ends up being something outside of the game even. In playing Morro and Jasp, the players replicate a rela tionship akin to that of the characters, and have to negotiate the variety within the game to make a story. It's up to those players whether that is a linear story or a tangential musing, and up to them whether they work together or use conflict in their play. What is satisfying to one player may not be to an other, so in many ways part of the game is the experience of the conflict of creating a show, and living in Morro and Jasp. Some of the stakes of the game, therefore, don't come from the actual game but from the interaction of the two players in how they navigate the landscape together.
Byron: In the theatre, unless it is a deeply immersive work like Punchdrunk's Sleep No More, the audience is given a specif ic story to experience. The work of editing what appears in the picture frame is done before the play is ever seen. While U.N.I.T. did this to the best of our ability in the writing, the specific path the player will take through the experience is more or less up to them.
There is a paradox of allowing choice or agency inside an ex perience that aims to give the participant or player a complete and compelling narrative through line. This paradox is known in the world of interactive fiction as the ludic/narrative divide, where ludic (Latin for 'play') "is the design-oriented discus sion of the potential and failings of game-based narratives" and narrative "is the discussion of whether games can be said to be stories" (Aarseth 2).
There is a paradox of allowing choice or agency inside an experience that aims to give the participant or player a complete and compelling narrative through line.
Therefore, a Morro and Jasp show is quite differently struc tured than a Morro and Jasp 'game.' In his article "A Prelimin ary Poetics for Interactive Drama and Games," Michael Mateas states that any work of interaction fiction is "constrained from below by material resources and from above by authorial for mal causation from the level of plot" (24).
During our shows, we frame interaction as completions of tasks (either alone or, more often, with Morro or Jasp) that forward the objective of the performance-finishing the sto ry. This allows most participants to understand the limits of their agency, in terms of assisting the clowns by completing the narrative. Choice is still maintained, but it is housed in side a shared objective. As a digital experience, however, Un scripted allows for more choice than any Morro and Jasp show ever could. The Game of Making Theatre and the Theatre of Making a Game | FEATURES Heather: In theatre, we are always looking to add the element of unpredictability, to give up control and give some over to the audience. Here, we were trying to push as much of that control as possible into the hands of the audience while still creating the necessary boundaries for a game to exist within.
Amy:
We want the player to have a chance to direct us and decide where the play should go, to have choice and a little bit of cre ativity in making up a play with us. We like to imagine people in their homes, either with someone or on their own, playing our game and laughing at the nonsense of it all.
